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Abstract: Electronic absorption and ESR spectra of the radical anions of thioxanthones, (TO-SO„)--(,M+) (n = 0, 1, and 2; 
the abbreviation represents both the contact ion pairs and free ions together), and of xanthone were studied under a variety of 
conditions. The absorption spectra, observed in HMPA (hexamethylphosphoric triamide), were the same as those observed 
in 7-irradiated glassy MTHF (2-methyltetrahydrofuran) solution, revealing formation of the monomeric free (TO-SOn)--
radical anions in HMPA. These observations were supported by the lack of alkali metal splitting for the ESR spectra in 
HMPA. From the change in hfs (hyperfine splitting constants) and XmaK resulting from the change in size of countercations 
of the contact (T0-S0„) --,M+ ion pairs, the ion pairing effect was discussed. The hfs of (TO-SO)--,M+ and (TO-SOj)--M+ 

were very similar to those of radical anions of fluorenone, (FO)~-,M+, and the similarity was also observed even in HMPA. 
Thus, (TO-SO)--(,M+) and (T0-S02) --(,M+) may exist as the ketyl. It was found from the ESR data in rigid media that 
(TO-SO)--,Na+ and (T0-S02)--,Na+ contained a variety of associated ionic species in small amounts, while (TO-S)--,Na+ 

contained such species in large amounts. The data of hfs, Xmax, and reduction potentials revealed the similarity in electronic 
structure between (TO-SO)--,M+ and (T0-S02)--(,M+). The conjugation between two aromatic rings in both the radical 
anions through the sulfoxide or sulfone moiety was significant. 

A number of radical anions of sulfur-containing aromatic 
compounds have been studied by means of ESR spectroscopy, 
and a large conjugation effect caused by the sulfoxide and the 
sulfone moieties in their radical anions aroused interest in the 
ESR studies.1 On the basis of molecular orbital considerations, 
the conjugation effect has been successfully explained.1 For 
the thioxanthones radical anions examined here, the role of the 
SO,, moieties in the conjugation would depend upon the dif
ferences in electron-withdrawing ability between the carbonyl 
moiety and the SO,, moieties. 

O 

4 

X = S thioxanthone (TO-S) 
X = SO thioxanthone sulfoxide (TO-SO) 
X = SOj thioxanthone sulfone (TO-SO2) 
X = O xanthone (XO) 

We will discuss the data of electronic absorption and ESR 
spectra and of reduction potentials in terms of the oxidation 
number of the sulfur atom. The electronic absorption spec
troscopy has not been extensively used for study of radical 
anions of sulfur-containing aromatic hydrocarbons.2'3 Studies 
of the free (TO-SO n) -- in HMPA have been very limited in 
comparison with studies of the ion pairs in ethereal solvents.4-5 

First of all we revealed the formation of the free (TO-SO,,) --
in HMPA, and the electron density distribution of the free 
(TO-SO,,) -- which was compared with that of the ion pairs in 
ethereal solvents. Then, the conjugation effect was discussed 
in terms of the oxidation number. Furthermore, the ion pairing 
effect and the existence of a variety of associated ionic species 
in ethereal solvents were also studied. Generally, the contact 
ion pairs are abbreviated as (TO-SO„) --,M+ and the free ions 
as (TO-SO,,) - . ; (TO-SO„) --( ,M+) represents both radical 
anions together. 

Experimental Section 

Preparation of Thioxanthones. Thioxanthone,6 thioxanthone 
sulfoxide,7 and thioxanthone sulfone8 were prepared according to the 
methods described in the literature, and these thioxanthones were 
identified by the usual analytical methods. 

Preparation of Solutions. Purification of solvents was carried out 
by methods described elsewhere.9 Reduction of thioxanthones by alkali 
metal yielding the respective radical anions was performed in tetra-
hydrofuran (THF) or 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) on a high vacuum 
line by using the now well-known technique utilizing breakseals and 
constrictions.9 The corresponding HMPA solution was prepared by 
removing the THF under a vacuum to yield a dry salt and by intro
ducing HMPA onto the dry salt. 

Electronic Absorption and ESR Spectra. The spectra were recorded 
immediately after reduction. Electronic spectra were recorded by a 
Gary Model 14 UV at concentrations adjusted to give an optical 
density of 0.5-1.5 by using a 2-mm quartz optical vacuum cell with 
or without spacer, and some measurements were done by using a 1-cm 
cell. A quartz Dewar with optical flat windows at both ends was used 
for the low-temperature measurements, and precooled methanol with 
liquid nitrogen was chosen as the cooling liquid. Glassy MTHF so
lution containing neutral compound (ca. 1O-3 M) was irradiated with 
7-rays at —196 0C. ESR spectra were recorded by a Varian Model 
E4 with a variable-temperature accessory, and the coupling constant 
due to the nitrogen atom of Fremy's salt (13.06 G) was used as stan
dard. 

Reduction Potential. This was determined by cyclic voltammograph 
(a Yanaco P3V) in thoroughly dehydrated A',A''-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) solution containing unreduced TO-SO,, (2 mM) and tetra-
butylammonium perchlorate as the supporting electrolyte (0.1 M) 
at room temperature. 

Results and Discussion 

Electronic Absorption Spectra. Generally, in diluted HMPA 
solution, dominant species in radical anions or carbanions are 
free ions. The spectra of (TO-SO n ) - - and (XO) - - produced 
from alkali metal reduction in HMPA (ca. 0.1 mM) at room 
temperature are shown in Figure 1 (the Amax are listed in the 
last column in Table I). The spectra are very close to those 
observed with 7-irradiated MTHF glassy solution at -196 0C. 
It is most likely that the electronic absorption spectra observed 
with 7-irradiation of the diluted glassy MTH F solution give 
the spectra of the monomeric free radical anions. Therefore, 
one may be assured that the evidence for the formation of the 
monomeric free radical anions in HMPA was given clearly. 
Even in H MPA, however, in cases where the concentration of 
the radical anions was higher than ca. 1 mM, formation of a 
small amount of the ion pairs of associated ionic species was 
suggested; the Xmax's of (TO-SO) -- and (TO-SO2) -- were 
shifted to shorter wavelength ca. 4 nm and the shapes of ab-
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Kigure 1. Electronic absorption spectra of the freethioxanthones radical 
anions and the free xanthone radical anion in HMPA. Dotted lines are 
respective radical anions generated by 7 irradiation of ca. 1O-3 M MTHF 
solutions at 77 K (the xanthone radical anions is cited from Shida, T.; 
Iwata, S.; lmamura, M. J. Phys. Chem. 1974, 7H, 741). The optical path 
length is 2 mm. 

Table I. The Hyperfine Splitting Constants (Gauss) of 
(TO-SO,,)--and (XO)"- in HMPA at Room Temperature 

radical 
anion 

(XO)--
(TO-S)--
(TO-SO2)-. 
(TO-SO)--
(FO)-. ' 

« H , 

3.85 
3.33 
1.75 
1.67 
1.74 

an2 

0.29 
0.21 
0.19 
0.09 
0.13 

^ H 3 

3.90 
3.75 
2.93 
2.83 
2.99 

a H4 

0.89 
0.91 
0.76 
0.68 
0.62 

XaH° 
8.93 
8.20 
5.63 
5.27 
5.48 

a M+ 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

Amax, 

nm* 

790 
702 
672 
660 
570 

" The total of the ring proton splitting constants. b Electronic ab
sorption maximum in HMPA. c Nishi, S.; Matsuda, M. Unpublished 
data. 

sorption bands of (TO-S) -- and (XO) - - were changed under 
such condition. In ethereal solvents such as THF and DME, 
(TO-SO)-- ,M+ and (TO-S0 2 ) - - ,M + (ca. 0.1 mM solution) 
each exhibited single absorption maximum in the range 
550-650 nm. The significant change in shape of absorption 
bands was not observed when the solvent was altered from 
H MPA to ethereal solvents. On lowering the temperature from 
20 to - 7 0 0 C or by dilution of solution from 1O-3 to 10~5 M, 
the observed Amax shifts to a longer wavelength region. How
ever, the extent of shift is smaller than that resulted by 
changing the size of the countercation (rc). Dependency of rc 

upon the vmax for both (TO-SO)--,M+ and (TO-SO 2 )^ 1 M + 

is depicted in Figure 2.' ° The correlation shown in this figure 
clearly reveals that in ethereal solvents both the radical anions 
are the contact ion pairs irrespective of the alkali metal 
countercations. There is a trend that the Amax shifts to a 
shorter wavelength region with decreasing rQ; interaction be
tween alkali metal cation and negative charge in the ground 
state becomes more facile when the cation radius is small; then 
transition energy becomes larger. 

The intercept "m a x° on smooth extrapolation to rc -»• » 
represents the wavenumber of the free radical anions. Both the 
"max0 in Figure 2 are consistent with the wavenumbers ob
served in HMPA for each (TO-SO)-- and (TO-SO2) --. The 
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Figure 2. Relationships between l/(rc + 2)2and the wavenumber of the 
transition (cmax) of alkali metal thioxanthone sulfoxide (O or • ) and 
sulfone (A or • ) radical anions in THF or DME {rc is the countercation 
radius). 

Table II. The Hyperfine Splitting Constants (Gauss) of (TO-
SO)-- ,M+inTHFat-50°C 

M + 

Li+ 

Na+* 
K+ 

Cs+ 

free' 

OH, 

2.28 
1.95 
1.87 
1.84 
1.67 

OH2 

0.48 
0.24 
0.17 
0.14 
0.09 

« H 3 

3.20 
2.91 
2.93 
2.87 
2.83 

"Ut 

0.81 
0.70 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 

«vi+ 

0.36 
0.96 
0.16 
0.56 
0.00 

2flR," 

6.76 
5.79 
5.66 
5.54 
5.27 

" The total of the ring proton splitting constants. * At 23 
HMPA. 

In 

relations shown in Figure 2 strongly suggest that each elec
tronic structure of (TO-SO) -- and (TO-SO2) -- in HMPA is 
the same as that of (TO-SO)~-,M+ and (TO-S0 2 ) - - ,M + in 
ethereal solvents. If electron-withdrawing ability of the car-
bonyl moiety is stronger than that of the sulfoxide or sulfone 
moiety in the ion pairs, this may be realized even in the free ions 
(this idea can be verified in the section of ESR spectra, espe
cially in Figure 4). The (TO-SO) -- is similar to the (TO-
SO 2 ) - - in shape of the absorption (Figure 1) and the (TO-
SO) - - ,M + also exhibits behavior similar to that of (TO-
S 0 2 ) - - , M + in plots of \/(rc + 2)2 vs. cmax (Figure 2). These 
results may be correlated with the characteristic properties of 
both the sulfoxide and the sulfone moieties as will be discussed 
later. On the other hand, (TO-S) --,M+ exhibited rather broad 
bands in ethereal solvents and these broad peaks were not 
changed appreciably by the countercation radius. Only when 
the countercation was Li+, did the distinguishable peaks ap
pear at equilibrium. Such phenomena can be correlated with 
associated ionic species in (TO-S) - - ,M+ . 

ESR Spectra. The spectra of radical anions of thioxanthones 
and of xanthone produced by alkali metal reduction in HMPA 
solutions ranging in concentration from 1O-4 to 10 - 5 M and 
of those in a diluted ethereal solution of 1O-5 to 1O-6 M were 
measured, and in Figure 3 the ESR spectrum of (TO-SO) - -
in HMPA is shown as an example. Thehfsof the ring protons 
(aH) determined by computer simulation using the observed 
ESR spectra are listed in Tables I (for (TO-SO,,) -- and 
(XO)--, in HMPA), II (for (TO-SO)--,M+) , and III (for 
(TO-S0 2 ) - - ,M + ) . For both (TO-S)"-,M+ and (XO)-- ,M+ , 
the ESR data have already been reported. The assignment of 
each aV\ for both (TO-S) -- and (XO) - - was done on the basis 
of the values in ethereal solvents reported by Maruyama et al ." 
The relationship between rc and the spin density on carbon 
atoms (pc) is depicted in Figure 4 for (TO-SO)_-( ,M+) , 
(TO-SO?)--(,M+), and ( F O ) % M + ) (pc = aH/Q; Q = -23.7 
G).12 Similarity between (TO-SO)--(,M+) or (TO-SO2)--
(,M+) and (FO)"-(,M+) is revealed so that the assignment for 
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Figure 3. ESR spectrum of the free thioxanthone sulfoxide radical anion 
in HMPA at ca. 1O-5 M at room temperature. 

Table III. The Hyperfine Splitting Constants (Gauss) of (TO-
S O 2 ) - - , M + i n T H F a t - 5 0 ° C 

M"1 
OHi " H 2 « H 3 I H , " M * 2 a H," 

Li+ 

Na + 

K+ 

Cs + 

free* 

2.34 
2.07 
2.05 
2.02 
1.75 

0.54 
0.42 
0.38 
0.33 
0.19 

3.20 
3.14 
3.08 
3.03 
2.93 

0.85 
0.84 
0.80 
0.77 
0.76 

0.28 
0.64 
0.14 
0.91 
0.00 

6.92 
6.47 
6.31 
6.16 
5.63 

" The total of the ring proton splitting constants. h In HMPA. 
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Figure 4. Plot of experimental spin densities on the ring carbons of the; 
alkali metal thioxanthone sulfoxide, sulfone, and fluorenone radical anions 
vs. Z/rQ {rc is the cation radius and Z the charge). The points at Z/rz -» 
0 are the values of the free ions in HMPA. The values of sodium and 
magnesium fluorenone radical anions are cited from ref 4. 

both the (TO-SO)--(,M+) and (TO-S02)~-(,M+) could be 
the same as that for (FO)~-(,M+).4 The order of magnitude 
of aH for (TO-S02)_-,M+ was in agreement with that reported 
by Urberg and Kaiser,13 but our aH for (TO-SO)"-,M+ are 
considerably different from Trifunac and Kaiser's an values14 

though our ESR spectrum of (TO-SO)"-,K+ was the same as 
that reported by them. The lack of alkali metal splitting as 
listed in the Table I is one of the strong pieces of evidence in 
support of the formation of the free (TO-SO„)_- and (XO)--
in HMPA. As can be seen from Figure 4 there are similarities 
in plots among (TO-SO)--,M+ and (TO-S02)--,M+ and 
(FO)--, M+. This strongly suggests that (TO-SO)--, M+ and 
(TO-SO2)"-, M+ may also exist as the ketyls. The fact that the 
Pc values observed in HMPA are located on extrapolated points 
from pc values of the ion pairs indicates that the ketyl structure 
may be maintained even in the free ions. That the cation radius 
and the 2 « H , are inversely proportional can be seen from Ta
bles II and III. This is explicable by an ion-pairing effect 
caused by electronic interaction between the countercation and 
negatively charged carbonyl oxygen atom. When a small alkali 
metal such as lithium cation is the countercation, the electro
static interaction becomes stronger, and thus contribution of 
the ketyl structure becomes more favorable leading to large 
OH of aromatic ring protons. The values of each ^H in HMPA 
are (order is irrespective of the positions concerned): (XO)--
> (TO-S)-- » (TO-SO2)-- > (TO-SO)--. Each aH of (TO-
SO)--,(,M+) and (TO-S02)--(,M+) is very close to that of 
(FO)--(,M+). This means that a large conjugation effect is 
shown not only by the sulfone moiety but also by the sulfoxide 
moiety in the ketyls. There is a small difference in an between 
(TO-SO)--(,M)-- and (TO-S02)--(,M+) and this could be 
attributable to the semi-polar-bond character of sulfoxide 
moiety. In the cases of (TO-S)~-(,M+), each aH for these 
radical anions rather resembled that for (XO)"-(,M+) and was 
different from that for (FO)_-(,M+). Therefore, a conjugation 
effect through the sulfide moiety was not recognized. 

From the ESR spectra of (TO-SOn)--,M+ in ethereal sol
vents, the coupling constants due to the alkali metal cations 
(aM+) can be obtained and we can convert them into PM+'S 

-80 -<tO 40 -80 -40 O 40 -80 

Temperature ( °C) 

40 

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the spin density on alkali metal (PM+; 
PM + = a\i+/Ao). The following Ao values of alkali metals were used: Li, 
143.37 G; Na, 316.1 1 G; K, 82.38 G; Cs, 819.84 G. 

which are measurements of the spin densities of the alkali metal 
cations (PM+ = flM+/^o; AQ is isotropic hyperfine coupling 
constants of the alkali metal).15 Temperature dependency upon 
I PM+I was found. Using the conventional relation, dpM+/d7" 
> O, we determined the sign of pM+ as depicted in Figure 5. In 
general, it is said for the ketyls that the sign of PM+ is deter
mined by the position of the alkali metal cation being located 
on carbonyl oxygen; when the M+ is located on the direction 
of moving radius of 2pz, the sign is the positive and, contrary 
to this, when the M+ is located on the nodal plane the sign is 
the negative.16 For example, it is observed that the sign of 
(TO-SO)--,Cs+ in DME is changed with temperature; on 
lowering the temperature from room temperature to -30 0C 
I Pes+1 decreased and at -30 0C it became zero, and then on 
further lowering the temperature from —30 0C |pcs+| again 
increased. By using the relation dpcs+/d7" > 0, positive sign 
was given for the pCs+ observed at temperatures higher than 
—30 0C and the negative sign for those at lower temperatures 
than -30 0C. For the observation of pCs+ = 0 at -30 0C, the 
formation of the free Cs+ was not taken into consideration 
since each ^H of ring protons is considerably shifted from that 
in HMPA. Thus, we assigned this to the (TO-SO)_-,Cs+ ion 
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Figure 6. ESR spectra in rigid MTHF at -160 0C (ca. 10-3 M). (a) So
dium thioxanthone sulfone radical anion, (b) Sodium thioxanthone radical 
anion. 

pair, and on the basis of the dynamic model16 this can be ex
plained by that statistically a half of Cs+ may exist in a region 
giving positive sign for pcs+ and the remaining half in a nega
tive sign region. 

As can be seen from Figure 5, especially for (TO-S02)--,K+ 

and (TO-SO2)--,Na+, the PM+ observed in less polar solvent 
(MTHF) tends to become larger than those in more polar 
solvents (THF and DME). This would suggest that the alkali 
metal countercations in the ion pairs in more polar solvents are 
moved from the positive sign region to the negative sign region 
or that those are moved far from the negative charge center 
to the region where the distribution of spin densities is small. 
The order of magnitude of pu+ is (TO-SO)--,Li+ > (TO-
S02)--,Li+ > (TO-S)--,Li+ (Figure 5), and there is a similar 
tendency to the decreasing order of 2«H,- and also to the 
shifting order of the Xmax to shorter wavelength in HMPA. On 
the other hand, there is not such a clear order of magnitude 
PM + for other alkali metal cations. This suggests that the 
lithium cation forms a strong bond with the carbonyl oxygen 
anion so that the situation between Li+ and the oxygen anion 
is kept constant with respect to their positions even if the oxi
dation number of the sulfur atom is changed. However, with 
other alkali metal cations, the bondings are not strong so that 
the situation would be altered by a change in the oxidation 
number. 

Associated Ionic Species in Ethereal Solvents. The ESR 
spectra in rigid media are well suited for obtaining information 
about the associated ionic species of (TO-SO,,)--,M+. The 
observed ESR spectra of (TO-S02)"-,Na+ in glassy MTHF 
solution (ca. 1O-3 M) at —160 °C is shown in Figure 6a in 
which zero-field splittings for the triplet species are shown; 
(TO-S02)--,Na+ has at least two zero-field splittings, i.e., 134 

G (X, Y) and 129 G (Z) in large amounts and 92 G (X, Y) and 
90 G (Z) in minute amounts. The ratio of signal intensity due 
to the triplet species to that due to the doublet one (T/D) was 
found to be 1 /200 (with ca. 1O-3 M) to 1 /1000 (with ca. 1O-4 

M) depending upon the concentration of (TO-S02)--,Na+. 
By addition of a small amount of HMPA (less than 1 vol %) 
into a glassy MTHF solution of (TO-S02)"-,Na+, the signals 
showing splitting of 134 G (X, Y) disappeared, and only those 
of 92 G (X, Y) remained (splitting of the latter signals increased 
slightly up to ca. 100 G by addition of HMPA).17 In the case 
of (TO-SO)"-,Na+, signals showing splitting of ca. 93 G (X, Y) 
were observed in glassy MTHF solution and the ratio T/D was 
less than ca. 1/1000 (with ca. 1O-4 M). By addition of DMF 
(ca. 10 vol %) into glassy MTHF solution, the signals showing 
splitting of ca. 110 G (X, Y) appeared in large amounts and 
those of ca. 55 G, (X, Y) in minute amounts (it is most likely 
that the signals showing splitting of 93 G in glassy MTHF 
solution transformed to those of 110 G).17 The above results 
suggest that the associated ionic triplet species may exist in part 
in the (TO-S02)~-,Na+ and the (TO-SO)--,Na+. According 
to the study of (FO)~-,M+ by Hirota et al.,4 those associated 
ionic species may be presumed to be paramagnetic ion qua
druplet and triplet ions. 

Let us now consider associated ionic species existing as 
doublet species. If the triplet signal intensity increased and the 
doublet one decreased with increasing polarity of glassy 
MTHF solution by the addition of a polar solvent such as 
HMPA or DMF, this can betaken as evidence for the coexis
tence of monomer and ion cluster in the signal due to the 
doublet species.4 In the case of (TO-S02)--,Na+ (ca. 1O-4 M), 
the ratio T/D observed in glassy MTHF solution did not in
crease by addition of HMPA so that, even though associated 
ionic species existed, those species may exist in a very small 
amount in the signal due to the doublet species. In the case of 
(TO-SO)--,Na+, when DMF was added into glassy MTHF 
solution, the ratio T/D increased from 1/1000 to 1/200, but 
further addition of DMF into glassy MTHF solution resulted 
in the decrease in T/D.18 These results suggest that a higher 
ion cluster may surely exist in (TO-SO)"-,Na+, but the amount 
is insignificant. 

In the case of (TO-S)--,Na+, on the other hand, as can be 
seen from Figure 6b the ratio T/D is considerably large as 
compared with both (TO-S02)--,Na+ and (TO-SO)--, Na+, 
indicating that associated ionic species may exist in compar
atively large amounts in (TO-S)--, Na+ . '9 

It may be presumed that the amount of associated ionic 
species in liquid ethereal solutions is smaller than those in rigid 
media.20 Thus, in the cases of (TO-SO)--,M+ and (TO-
S02)"-,M+, the ESR (10-5 to 10"6 M) and absorption spectra 
(10 -4 to 1O-5M) observed in liquid ethereal solutions may be 
responsible mainly for the monomeric species. Even though 
there exists a small amount of associated ionic species in liquid 
ethereal solutions, the spectra would not be influenced sig
nificantly.2 ' The fact that the extrapolated values of spectral 
data in liquid ethereal solutions to rc —• <*> coincide with the 
values for free monomeric species in HMPA (Figures 2 and 
4) may also support the above consideration. 

On the other hand, in the case of (TO-S)--,M+, it may be 
presumed from the results obtained in rigid media that there 
is a possibility for the existence of associated ionic species in 
liquid ethereal solvents. Our observed PNa+ for (TO-S)"-,Na+ 

and its temperature dependency shown in Figure 5 are rather 
similar to those of dimeric species reported by Maruyama et 
al." Our results obtained with the absorption spectra that 
(TO-S)--,Li+ exhibited the two Amax's which may exist at 
equilibrium and that (TO-S)"-,M+ did not give clear corre
lation between rc and vmdn may support the above consider
ation. 

Spectral Correlation. Electron absorption spectral data was 
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Table IV. Reduction Potentials (Volt) 

compounds — £1/2, —EpcJk2 

benzophenone" 1.72 1.97' 
XO" 1.65 2.05' 
TO-S 1.62 2.21 
TO-SO 1.14 1.95 
TO-SO2 1.04 1.92 
FO'' 135 2.05' 

" Mann, C. K.; Barnes. K. K. "Electrochemical Reactions in 
Nonaqueous Systems"'; Marcel Dekker: New York, 1970; Chapter 
6. * Kalinowsk'i, M. K. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1970, 7, 55. Solvent, DMF; 
reference electrode, SCE; electrolyte, tetrabutylammonium per-
chlorate (tetrabutylammonium iodide for a). '' —£1/2,. 

found to correlate with ESR data for (TO-SO,, ) - - ( ,M + ) as 
shown in Figure 7, in which the Xmax of (TO-S)~-,Li+ ap
pearing in longer wavelength region was used for plot. Both 
emax and 2 O H , are reflected by strength of ion pairing for 
radical anions concerned. 

Reduction Potential. In Table IV reduction potentials for 
TO-SOn are listed. The first half-wave potentials (£"1/2,) 
correspond to the formation of respective (TO-SOn) -- . They 
can divide into two groups in terms of (£1/2,); one contains FO, 
TO-SO, and TO-SO2 whose reduction potentials lie between 
- 1 . 4 and - 1 . 0 V and the other contains TO-S, XO, and ben
zophenone (— 1.8 to — 1.6 V). The radical anions belonging to 
the former group showed the conjugation between both the 
aromatic rings in their radical anions and, thus, formation of 
thermodynamically stable radical anions is suggested. The 
second reduction process was irreversible for TO-SO,,; thus, 
peak potentials are listed. 

Stability of Ketyls. Temperature, solvent, and an excess 
metal are reflected in the stability of ketyls. Roughly speaking, 
(TO-SO) -- ,M+ in ethereal solvents was the most unstable. 
Even at room temperature the (TO-SO) - - ,M+ in ethereal 
solvents disappeared within 1 h, and then it was allowed to set 
in contact with the metal leading to the formation of an entity 
showing the ESR signals attributable to (TO-S) - ,M + . On the 
other hand, the (TO-SO) -- in HMPA was comparatively 
stable. Radical anions other than (TO-SO) -- ,M+ were stable 
including their dianions in both HMPA and ethereal sol
vents. 

Conjugation Effect. As proposed for the dibenzothiophene 
sulfone and the diphenyl sulfone radical anions, theoretical 
background of the direct conjugation is that, when the sulfone 
moiety was introduced into aromatic v systems, an added 
electron is favorably located in the lowest vacant orbital of the 
MO containing the sulfone moiety and the adjacent aromatic 
IT systems.1 However, in the cases of the (TO-SO) - - and 
(TO-SO2) --, it may be different from the direct conjugation 
case proposed so far since, for both the radical anions, the main 
structure must be the ketyl structure. The prominent effects 
exhibited by the sulfoxide and sulfone moieties in the ketyls 
can be explained by the resonance structures I and I', from 

I Y 

which the aromaticity and the planarity over the whole mole
cule would be borne. However, for both (TO-S) -- and (XO) - -
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Figure 7. Plots of 2 O H , VS. i<max. 

resonance structures of I and I' cannot be written; thus, they 
give ESR spectra different from that of (FO) -- . 2 2 

Summary 

From the systematic studies on the (TO-SO„)~-(,M+) by 
electronic absorption and ESR spectra and also by reduction 
potential, it was clearly revealed that the sulfoxide moiety in
troduced in the ketyl has electronic character similar to that 
of the sulfone moiety, and it does not have medium electronic 
character between sulfide and sulfone moieties. 

Since both the (TO-SO) --( ,M+) and (TO-S0 2 ) - - ( ,M + ) 
showed character similar to the (FO) --( ,M+) , it was revealed 
that in the former two radical anions the conjugation between 
aromatic rings through the sulfoxide or the sulfone moiety is 
significant. The hfs, Am;lx, and reduction potentials of TO-SO,, 
were correlated to the conjugation. 
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